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Abstract

Background and objective

Mathematical models of the cardiovascular system involve parameters that can
be used to monitor cardiovascular state, such as volume status, vessel elastance
and resistance. ///////Their To do so, the model parameters have to be estimated from
data collected at the patients bedside. //////such//////that/////////model///////////////simulations/////////////represent
////the//////////////individual///////////patients////////state. This work deals with a minimal model of the
cardiovascular system and investigates whether all its parameters///of/////this/////////model
can be uniquely determined from clinically available data.

Methods

An error vector //////////function was built, representing the error between seven clini-
cally available haemodynamic measurements and the corresponding simulated
values. The sensitivity of this error vector to each model parameter was first
analysed, as well as the collinearity between parameters. //////From/////this///////error////////////function,
Then, to assess practical identifiability of the parameters, profile-likelihood
curves were constructed for each //of/////the////////seven model parameter/s. /////The/////////slopes
//of///////such////////curves////////allow/////the////////////detection///of//////////////practically/////////////////////non-identifiable///////////////parameters.

Abbreviations: CVS: Cardiovascular system; ///////SBV://////total///////////stressed///////blood///////////volume; SV: stroke
volume; ICU: intensive care unit; LVEDV: left ventricular end-diastolic volume; LVESV: left
ventricular end-systolic volume.
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Results

Four of the seven model parameters /,/////////////////representing/////left//////////////ventricular//////and/////////aortic
/////////////elastances,///////////////circulatory/////////////resistance//////and///////input////////valve//////////////resistance, were shown to be
practically identifiable from the selected data. The remaining three param-
eters are practically non-identifiable. Among these parameters, ////////output////////valve
/////////////resistance, one can be decreased as much as possible. The other two parameters/,
////////venous////////////elastance//////and//////total///////////stressed///////blood///////////volume, are inversely correlated, which
prevents their precise estimation.

Conclusions

This work presented the practical identifiability analysis of a minimal cardiovas-
cular system model from a limited amount of clinically available data. ////////////presented
//in//////this///////work The analysis showed that some of the parameters were practically
non-identifiable, thus preventing the use of the model as a monitoring tool.
/////////caution////////needs////to////be////////taken////////when//////////////identifying/////////model///////////////parameters///////with///a//////////limited
/////////amount////of///////data./////In//////////////particular,////////some///////////////parameters/////////require The practically non-
identifiable parameters could be made identifiable using more or better quality
data //to////be//////////////practically///////////////identifiable.

Keywords

Practical identifiability; cardiovascular system; mathematical model; parameter
identification.
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1 Introduction

Mathematical models of the cardiovascular system (CVS) can be used with
clinical data to monitor cardiac and circulatory state. To have clinical value,
these models must be patient-specific. Hence, the model parameters have to
be estimated from data such that model simulations represent the individual
patient’s state [20, 37, 28, 10]. /////////////Parameter//////////////estimation////////////methods//////and////////////available
//////data//////thus////////////constrain/////the/////////model////////design//////and////////////identified////////////////parameters.

There are two extreme approaches to CVS modeling. The first deals with
complex three-dimensional finite element models, involving millions of degrees
of freedom [13]. These models can be used to gain understanding on local parts
of the CVS. The second modeling approach deals with lumped-parameter mod-
els [4]. These models represent large sections of the CVS as single elements,
chambers or resistances, for example, and thus involve lumped parameters re-
flecting the global state of a patient.

Because of their lower number of unknown parameters, lumped-parameter
models can be more readily identified from clinical data and in real time [29,
10]. The CVS model presented in this work is a simple lumped-parameter one,
describing the whole CVS using three state equations and seven parameters
(see Figure 1). This model is the simplest possible closed-loop model of the
CVS. Very similar models have been used for precise modelling of ventricular
contraction [5] and study of averaged CVS dynamics [21].

From an experimental point of view, the three-chamber CVS model has been
used to compute total stressed blood volume and use this parameter as an index
of fluid responsiveness [25, 26]. The values of other model parameters, such as
circulatory resistance, ventricular end-systolic elastance and aortic elastance, are
also useful to clinicians, to assess the cardiac and circulatory state. Furthermore,
a nearly identical model has been used to estimate cardiac output in animals
equipped with a left ventricular assist device [33]. Finally, many other models,
more complex, can be seen as extensions of this simplest model [27, 36, 40, 37,
34, 20, 10].

//////////////Optimising/////the//////////////parameters///of//a////////model////////////typically//////////requires////////many////////model///////////////simulations.
//////////Because///of/////the///////time///////////required////to///////////perform//a////////single//////////////simulation///of///a//////////////////finite-element
//////CVS/////////model,///////these//////////models/////////cannot////////////currently////be//////used///to///////////perform////////////real-time//////////cardiac
/////and//////////////circulatory///////////////monitoring./////////////////////////Lumped-parameter//////////models,////by//////their//////////simpler//////////nature,
////can////be/////////////simulated////////much/////////faster,/////////which/////////means//////that//////////////parameter/////////////////identification//////can
//////often////be//////////////performed///in//////real//////time//////[29].

1.1 Identifiability analyses

For CVS models to be used as diagnostic tools, their parameters need to be
uniquely identifiable. Determining if a model is identifiable involves investi-
gating if all parameters of this model can be uniquely determined from the
measured set of model outputs. There exist three different types of identifia-
bility analyses, according to whether the data is considered noise-free and/or
continuously sampled.
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Structural (also called a priori or theoretical) identifiability analysis consid-
ers the available data to be noise-free and continuously sampled. Hence, there
is an assumption that the output data is //////////////continuous,/////////////noise-free/////and infinitely
differentiable [41]. Such an analysis thus focuses on the model equations and
structure, and investigates if the relations between the measured outputs and the
parameters allow unique retrieval of the parameters. Structural identifiability
can be assessed using several methods, including differential algebra [1, 14, 16],
state isomorphism [41], and power series expansion [16, 31, 41].

A posteriori (also called sensitivity-based [16]) identifiability analysis con-
siders the data to be noise-free, but sampled at a finite number of time points.
The goal of an a posteriori analysis is to investigate whether the quantity of
experimentally available data is sufficient to uniquely determine all parameters.
The quality of the data is thus irrelevant, and this analysis does not require ex-
perimental data. Methods to test a posteriori identifiability include parameter
sensitivity analysis [16, 3] and parameter correlation analysis [16, 3].

///In///////////contrast,///a///////////practical/////////////////identifiability///////////analysis///////takes/////into//////////account/////the////////////imperfect
////////nature///of/////the///////data,////for////////////instance,/////the////////////sampling///of/////the///////data,//////and////the//////////////////measurement
/////and////////////modeling////////errors/////[7].///////////////Structural//////////////////identifiability///is//a/////////////necessary/////////////condition/////for
///////////practical//////////////////identifiability./

Practical identifiability analysis takes into account the quality of the data,
namely their sampling and the measurement and modeling errors [16, 7]. The
question is thus whether the parameters still can be uniquely determined un-
der real experimental conditions. A practical identifiability analysis requires
actual experimental data. Methods to test for practical identifiability include
Monte Carlo simulations [16, 7] and building the parameters’ profile likelihood
curves [32, 2].

1.2 Goal

This work investigates the usability of the CVS model of interest in intensive
care units (ICUs). However, as will be explained further in detail, available ICU
data is often not continuous, but rather consists in beat-to-beat indices, such as
means or ranges of pressures or volumes during one cardiac cycle.

A structural identifiability analysis of /a//////////generic the CVS model of interest has
previously been presented [23]. This analysis was performed using a modified
version of the differential algebra approach, to take into account the beat-to-beat
nature of ICU data. This analysis concluded that the seven model parameters
could be identified from clinically available data, under the assumption that
these data are perfect.

The logical next step is to investigate if such a result remains true when using
real /////////discrete experimentally measured data. Therefore, the goal of this study is
to /////////perform investigate the practical and a posteriori identifiability //////////analyses of
the lumped-parameter CVS model of interest, from beat-to-beat ICU data.
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2 Methods

2.1 Cardio-vascular system model
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the CVS model.

The minimal lumped-parameter CVS model used is presented in Figure 1. It
consists of three elastic chambers representing the left ventricle (lv), the aorta
(ao) and one vena cava (vc). The aorta and the vena cava are described by:

Pao(t) = Eao VS,ao(t) (1)

Pvc(t) = Evc VS,vc(t), (2)

where P is pressure, E is elastance and VS is stressed volume. Stressed volume
represents the part of total volume that contributes to pressure generation [28].

The left ventricle is represented using the description of [38]:

Plv(t) = Elv e(t) VS,lv(t), (3)

where Elv is the maximum or end-systolic elastance, and e(t) is a time-varying
parameter called the driver function. The driver function represents the time-
varying normalised elastance of the left ventricle. It can take different forms,
but for the model to correctly mimic the left ventricular behaviour, the driver
function must be T -periodic, T being the cardiac period, and range from nearly
0 (during diastole, when the heart is relaxed) to 1 (at end-systole, when the
heart is at its maximum stiffness). Several analytical models for the driver
function have been proposed in the literature [28, 4, 5].

The three chambers are linked by vessel resistances Rc, Ro and Ri, respec-
tively representing the circulation, the output valve and the input valve. Flow
Qc through the circulation is described by:

Qc(t) =
Pao(t)− Pvc(t)

Rc
. (4)
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The model assumes that: (i) there is flow through the valves only if the pressure
gradient is positive; and (ii) the flow through an open valve can also be described
by Equation 4, yielding:

Qi(t) =


Pvc(t)−Plv(t)

Ri
if Pvc(t) > Plv(t)

0 otherwise

(5)

Qo(t) =


Plv(t)−Pao(t)

Ro
if Plv(t) > Pao(t)

0 otherwise.

(6)

Finally, the continuity equation gives the rate at which the volume of the
chambers change:

V̇S,lv(t) = Qi(t)−Qo(t), (7)

V̇S,ao(t) = Qo(t)−Qc(t), (8)

V̇S,vc(t) = Qc(t)−Qi(t). (9)

These equations state that the change of a chamber’s stressed volume, V̇S , is
equal to the difference between flows coming into and going out of the chamber.

Summing the previous equation for all model chambers gives:

V̇S,lv(t) + V̇S,ao(t) + V̇S,vc(t) = 0. (10)

Since the CVS model is a closed loop, the flow coming out of a chamber is
the flow going into the next one, which explains why the right-hand side of the
previous equation is zero.

V̇S,lv(t) + V̇S,ao(t) + V̇S,vc(t) = 0.//////////////////////////////////////// (11)

Consequently, the total stressed blood volume VS,tot contained in the system is
a constant model parameter:

VS,lv(t) + VS,ao(t) + VS,vc(t) = VS,tot. (12)

For large time scales, VS,tot is not necessarily constant. Indeed, total stressed
volume can be modified by sympathetic nervous actions, time-dependent vascu-
lar properties, fluid exchange through the capillaries, haemorrhage, and others
[8, 39]. Equally, clinical treatment can add fluid. However, the total stressed
volume is constant over short and intermediate periods.

Overall, the model has seven parameters (n = 7 components, three elastances
Elv, Eao and Evc, three resistances Ri, Ro and Rc, and VS,tot) and one////////////unknown
time-varying parameter, the driver function e(t). The parameter vector is thus
defined:

p = (Elv Eao Evc Ri Ro Rc VS,tot). (13)

The T -periodic driver function, e(t), was intentionally left out of the parameter
vector. The cardiac period is indeed trivial to obtain from any haemodynamic
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signal, and the particular form of the driver function does not matter in the
following specific analysis, as long as it satisfies the criteria introduced in this
section.

Matlab (2014b, MathWorks, Natick, MA) was used to solve model equations
and perform the parameter identification procedures. It was run on a standard
laptop computer.

2.1.1 Simulation

Figure 2 displays the result of a simulation of the CVS model using the param-
eter values given in Table 1. These values were chosen to produce physiological
pressure and volume curves. The simulation displayed in Figure 2 begins during
cardiac filling, so the input valve of the heart is open, while the output valve is
closed. Accordingly, flow through the input valve is positive and proportional to
the pressure difference between the vena cava and the left ventricle, Pvc−Plv. In
contrast, flow through the output valve is zero because the pressure in the aorta,
Pao is higher than that in the left ventricle, Plv. Consequently, venous stressed
volume, VS,vc, is decreasing, while left ventricular stressed volume, VS,lv, is in-
creasing. Since the left ventricle is filling, left ventricular pressure, Plv, gradually
increases.
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Figure 2: Simulation using the parameter values of Table 1. Left: venous (dash-
dotted dark grey line), left ventricular (black line), and arterial (dashed light
grey line) pressures. Right: venous (dash-dotted dark grey line), left ventricular
(black line), and arterial (dashed light grey line) stressed volumes.

At a moment dictated by the driver function, e(t), left ventricular contraction
initiates, causing a rapid rise in left ventricular pressure, which then becomes
larger than the upstream vena cava pressure. The input valve subsequently
closes, marking the end of filling. This closure allows the vena cava to fill,
which translates by a pressure and volume increase. Since the output valve is
still closed, the left ventricular volume remains constant at its end-filling value.

Left ventricular contraction is still going on, meaning that left ventricular
pressure keeps increasing, until it becomes larger than aortic pressure. At this
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Table 1: Parameter values for the simulation of the CVS model presented in
Figure 2. In the equation of the driver function, time, t, is expressed in seconds
and ”mod” denotes the modulo operator.

Parameter (units) Value
Elv (mmHg/ml) 1.4
Eao (mmHg/ml) 1.2
Evc (mmHg/ml) 0.2
Ri (mmHg s/ml) 0.05
Ro (mmHg s/ml) 0.04
Rc (mmHg s/ml) 2.0
VS,tot (ml) 250

e(t) (no units) exp
[
−20

(
(t mod 1.1)− 1.1

2

)2]

moment, the output valve opens, marking the beginning of ejection. Blood
flows to the aorta, filling the aorta and emptying the heart. Aortic pressure
subsequently increases, proportionally to the increase in aortic volume.

Aortic pressure, increasing because of filling, soon passes over left ventricular
pressure, which is decreasing because of the drop in left ventricular volume and
because the left ventricle starts relaxing. At this moment, the output valve
closes, marking the end of ejection. The output flow goes back to zero. Since
the input valve is still closed, the left ventricular volume remains constant at
its end-ejection value.

Finally, left ventricular pressure keeps decreasing, until it becomes lower
than the upstream vena cava pressure. At this moment, the input valve opens,
and the cardiac cycle resumes.

Several cardiac cycles may be simulated if desired, thanks to the periodicity
of the driver function. In this work, only steady state simulations are used, and
steady state is assumed to be reached after simulation of 100 cardiac cycles.

2.1.2 Output vector

The m× 1 output vector that is considered in this work is:

y =



maxT Vlv(t)−minT Vlv(t)
1
T

∫
T
Vlv(t) dt

maxT Pvc(t)−minT Pvc(t)
1
T

∫
T
Pvc(t) dt

maxT Pao(t)−minT Pao(t)
1
T

∫
T
Pao(t) dt

maxT Ṗao(t)


=



SV
V̄lv

PPvc
P̄vc

PPao
P̄ao

dPao/dtmax


. (14)

In other words, y contains the following seven (m = 7) indices:

• Stroke volume (SV), equal to the range of left ventricular volume during
one cardiac cycle,
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• Mean left ventricular volume over one cardiac cycle, V̄lv

• Venous pulse pressure (PPvc), equal to the range of vena cava pressure
during one cardiac cycle,

• Mean vena cava pressure over one cardiac cycle, P̄vc

• Aortic pulse pressure (PPao), equal to the range of aortic pressure during
one cardiac cycle,

• Mean aortic pressure over one cardiac cycle, P̄ao

• Maximum derivative of aortic pressure over one cardiac cycle, dPao/dtmax.

The availability of these measurements in an ICU environment is discussed in
Section 4.1.

These indices are all computed on one cardiac cycle and are thus called
beat-to-beat indices. In this work, they were computed at steady state, during
the last of the 100 simulated cardiac cycles. As an example, the simulation
presented in Figure 2 is associated to the following output vector:

ymodel =



49.82 ml
111.91 ml

7.01 mmHg
10.66 mmHg
46.41 mmHg
101.72 mmHg

370.29 mmHg/s


. (15)

2.2 Experimental reference data

Experimental animal data was used ////for/////////////parameter//////////////////identification to investigate
practical identifiability. This data came from measurements on one ////////////////anaesthetised
27 kg pig, performed with the approval of the Ethics Commission of for the Use
of Animals at the University of Liège, Belgium.

/////The/////pig/////was/////////////////mechanically/////////////ventilated////at//a//////////positive///////////////////end-expiratory///////////pressure////of
/5////////////cmH2O.//////One/////pig///is///////used///in//////this////////study////to//////////////investigate////////////practical//////////////////identifiability
//////from/////the///////data.

The pig was first given a muscle relaxant, sedated and anaesthetised. Me-
chanical ventilation was performed at a positive end-expiratory pressure of
5 cmH2O. After induction of anaesthesia, the animal’s heart was accessed
through a median sternotomy.

Catheters (Transonic, NY) were positioned to provide continuous recording
of:

• Left ventricular pressure ////////Plv(t),

• /////Left//////////////ventricular and volume ///////Vlv(t),
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• Aortic pressure ////////Pao(t),

• Inferior vena cava pressure////////Pvc(t).

For the present analysis, these four measurements were studied over six consec-
utive respiratory cycles, recorded during steady experimental conditions. These
data are displayed in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Experimental data. Top: aortic (dashed light grey line), left ventric-
ular (black line), and venous (dash-dotted dark grey line) pressures. Bottom:
left ventricular volume.

From these measurements, the 7 components of the output vector were cal-
culated for each cardiac period, as dictated by Equation 14. This procedure
resulted in 16 replicates of the output vector. The 16 versions of the m compo-
nents of the output vector are displayed in Figure 4.

///////From///////these///////////////////measurements,/////the////////////following////////////////beat-to-beat/////////indices//////were//////////////calculated
///on//////each//////////cardiac//////////period:

• /////Left//////////////ventricular/////////stroke//////////volume/////SV,

• ///////Mean/////left//////////////ventricular//////////volume//////V̄lv,

• //////Vena///////cava///////pulse///////////pressure////////PPvc,

• ///////Mean///////vena//////cava///////////pressure//////P̄vc,

• ////////Aortic///////pulse///////////pressure////////PPao,

• ///////Mean////////aortic///////////pressure//////P̄ao,
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Figure 4: Components of the output vector, computed on the 16 beats of exper-
imental data. A: mean aortic pressure (broken line) and aortic pulse pressure
(vertical arrows). B: mean vena cava pressure (broken line) and vena cava pulse
pressure (vertical arrows). C: maximum derivative of aortic pressure. D: mean
left ventricular volume (broken line) and left ventricular stroke volume (vertical
arrows).

• /////////////Maximum/////////////derivative///of////////aortic///////////pressure/////////////////dPao/dtmax.

////All////////////////beat-to-beat///////data/////was////////////averaged//////over////six//////////////respiratory//////////periods////to/////////////neutralize
The 16 replicates of the output vector were then averaged, thus neutralising
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the effect of mechanical ventilation on the haemodynamic signals. This process
also allowed the computation of standard errors, σi, for each component of
the measured output vector, ydatai ///////////////beat-to-beat////////index. The mean beat-to-beat
indices and their standard errors are summarised in Table 2.

Table 2: Summary of the experimental data.
i Notation (units) Mean, ydatai Standard error, σi
1 SV (ml) 34.83 1.78
2 V̄lv (ml) 88.89 0.98
3 PPvc (mmHg) 0.91 0.23
4 P̄vc (mmHg) 13.23 0.20
5 PPao (mmHg) 29.45 0.35
6 P̄ao (mmHg) 62.71 0.25
7 dPao/dtmax (mmHg/s) 169.44 1.41

2.3 Error function

The practical identifiability analysis was carried out using the output set con-
taining the seven beat-to-beat indices. A quadratic error function was built
from this output set, and defined:

ψ(p) =

7∑
i=1

(
ydatai − ymodeli (p)

σi

)2

, (16)

ψ(p)////// =//

(
SV − SV(p)

σSV

)2

+

(
PPao − PPao(p)

σPPao

)2

///////////////////////////////////////////////////

+

(
PPvc − PPvc(p)

σPPvc

)2

+

(
V̄lv − V̄lv(p)

σV̄lv

)2

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////

+

(
P̄ao − P̄ao(p)

σP̄ao

)2

+

(
P̄vc − P̄vc(p)

σP̄vc

)2

//////////////////////////////////////////////////

+

(
dPao/dtmax − dPao(p)/dtmax

σdPao/dtmax

)2

,
///////////////////////////////////////////////

(17)

where ////the///////////outputs/////are ymodeli (p) contains the simulated outputs, depending on
p. /////The//////////outputs The components ydatai are the measured outputs presented in
Table 2, not depending on p. The denominator of the fraction in Equation 16
is the standard error, σi, related to each output measurement, also presented in
Table 2. Such a formulation of the error function drives the parameter identifi-
cation process towards maximum likelihood parameter values [32, 41].
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2.4 A posteriori identifiability analysis

The aim of an a posteriori analysis is to know which parameters have the largest
influence on the output vector. This question can be answered using the sensitiv-
ity matrix [16]. The scaled m×n sensitivity matrix, S, contains the derivatives
of the output vector, y, with respect to the vector of model parameters, p [3]:

Sij =
∂yi
∂pj

∣∣∣∣
p=p0

∆pj
SCi

. (18)

In the previous equation, p0 denotes the initial parameter values, ∆pj is a mea-
sure of the range of pj , and SCi is a scaling factor for yi. Since no information
is available beforehand on the range of pj , ∆pj can be taken as p0,j [3]. In the
present case of weighted least squares, SCi needs to be taken as σi [3]. In this
work, the derivatives in the sensitivity matrix are computed by central difference
approximation, which is the simplest method [3].

2.4.1 Parameter importance index

To evaluate the sensitivity, δj , of the output vector to the jth parameter, pj ,
the following index can be computed [3]:

δj =

√√√√ 1

m

m∑
i=1

S2
ij . (19)

2.4.2 Collinearity index

Computing the collinearity index allows testing if pairs of parameters exert the
same influence on y. The motivation to perform such an analysis is that, if two
parameters have very similar effects on the error vector, they will not be easily
identifiable together.

For the computation of the collinearity index, the normalised sensitivity
matrix, S̃, is defined as:

S̃ij =
Sij
δj
√
m
. (20)

Then, the n submatrices S̃j are defined as the m × j matrices containing the

j first columns of S̃, corresponding to the output sensitivities to the j first
parameters. The principle of the collinearity index is to compute the smallest
eigenvalue, λj , of each of the j× j matrices S̃Tj S̃j . The index is then defined as:

γj =
1√
λj
. (21)

The larger the index, the more the parameters p1 to pj are linearly related.
According to Brun et al. [3], critical values for γj lie between 5 and 20.
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2.5 Practical identifiability analysis

The practical identifiability analysis used in this work relies on the framework
described by Raue et al. [32]. As mentioned in the introduction, the other meth-
ods for practical identifiability analysis involve Monte Carlo simulations. The
method of Raue et al. was preferred because of its solid, statistically justified
framework for declaring parameters practically identifiable or not, while Monte
Carlo methods do not provide clear thresholds for practical identifiability [16].
In addition, the method of Raue et al. can easily be applied to the beat-to-beat
data that is available in ICUs.

The method of Raue et al. is described in Appendix A. Therefore, only its
basics will be recalled in this section. The main element of the method is the
profile likelihood functions, ψPL, that have to be constructed for each parameter
pi. These functions follow the least steep direction on the surface of the error
function, ψ. If the profile likelihood function of the parameter pi crosses a
pre-defined threshold, the parameter is declared practically identifiable.

2.6 Initial parameter values

Solving the minimisation problems stated in Equations 40 and 41 requires using
a minimisation algorithm, which starts from an initial point, p0, provided by
the user. The closer this initial point is to the optimal parameter value, p∗, the
faster the minimisation process.

In addition, the a posteriori analyses are local procedures, because they
depend on the parameter values p0 at which the sensitivity matrix is computed.
Consequently, for these procedures to be relevant, it is important to choose
initial parameter values that are as close as possible to the optimal ones.

/////////////////Consequently For these two reasons, formulae were derived for precise com-
putation of initial parameter values. Initial parameter values were obtained
using the available data in combination with the model equations presented
in Section 2.1. The derivation of the following approximate formulae is given
detailed in Appendix B.

1. The cardiac period was computed as the mean distance between successive
minima of aortic pressure: T = 1.04 s.

2. The initial value of the circulatory resistance Rc was computed as:

Rc = T
P̄ao − P̄vc

SV
= 1.5 mmHg s/ml. (22)

3. Aortic elastance Eao was estimated by fitting the following equation to
aortic pressure during diastole:

Pao(t) ≈ exp

(
−Eao(t− tEE)

Rc

)
Pao(tEE). (23)

where tEE denotes the end of ejection, identified as the point at which
left ventricular pressure drops below aortic pressure. The computation
provided Eao = 0.98 mmHg/ml.
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4. Left ventricular end-systolic elastance Elv has been computed as:

Elv ≈ max
T

Plv(t)

Vlv(t)
= 1.0 mmHg/ml. (24)

The driver function, e(t), was then obtained as:

e(t) ≈ Plv(t)

Elv Vlv(t)
. (25)

It was specifically found using measured left ventricular pressure for Plv
and left ventricular volume for Vlv. The resulting curve was then ap-
proximated by its Fourier series up to the tenth harmonic. This Fourier
approximation was used to drive the three-chamber model. Figure 5 shows
the experimental driver function and its approximation.
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Figure 5: Experimental driver function (grey dots) and its Fourier series ap-
proximation (black line). The latter is used to drive the CVS model.

5. Output valve resistance was initialised using:

Ro =

∫ tEE

tBE
(Plv(t)− Pao(t)) dt

SV
= 0.0099 mmHg s/ml, (26)

where tBE and tEE denote the beginning and end of ejection, identified
as the points at which aortic pressure crosses left ventricular pressure.

6. Input valve resistance was initialised using:

Ri =

∫ tEF

tBF
(Pvc(t)− Plv(t)) dt

SV
= 0.0030 mmHg s/ml, (27)

where tBF and tEF denote the beginning and end of filling, identified as
the points at which vena cava pressure crosses left ventricular pressure.
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7. Venous elastance Evc was estimated using:

Evc ≈ 2
PPvc
SV

= 0.034 mmHg s/ml. (28)

8. To determine the initial value of VS,tot, the following equation was used:

VS,tot ≈ V̄lv +
P̄ao
Eao

+
P̄vc
Evc

= 550 ml. (29)

Figure 6 displays a simulation performed using the previously computed initial
parameter values.
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Figure 6: Model simulation using the initial parameter values. Left: venous
(dash-dotted dark grey line), left ventricular (black line), and arterial (dashed
light grey line) pressures. Right: left ventricular volume. For each curve except
left ventricular pressure, the horizontal lines represent the reference mean, and
the vertical arrows represent the reference range. The slope of the oblique, light
grey line is the reference value for dPao/dtmax.

3 Results

3.1 Parameter importance index and collinearity index

The sensitivities, δj , computed using Equation 19 are displayed in Figure 7.
The parameter to which the output vector, y, is the most sensitive is VS,tot.
The 2nd to 4th most influential parameters are vena cava elastance, Evc, aortic
elastance, Eao, and circulatory resistance, Rc. The remaining parameters are,
in order of decreasing sensitivity, left ventricular elastance, Elv, output valve
resistance, Ro, and input valve resistance, Ri.

The computed collinearity index, γj , is displayed in Figure 8. As can be
observed, the first six parameters are not strongly collinear with each other.
However, when considering all seven parameters, the collinearity index equals 34,
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Figure 7: Parameter importance indices, δj , calculated from Equation 19.

indicating a strong relationship between the 7th parameter, VS,tot, and another
one. Analysing the sensitivity matrix reveals that this other parameter is Evc.
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Figure 8: Parameter collinearity index, γj . The dashed lines indicate the max-
imum and minimum critical thresholds reported by Brun et al. [3].

3.2 Optimal parameter values

The optimal parameter values found by solving the parameter identification
problem in Equation 40 are displayed in Table 3, along with their initial values.
The simulation carried out using the optimal parameter values is displayed in
Figure 9 and the corresponding calculated values of the beat-to-beat indices are
displayed in Table 3. The corresponding value of the error is ψ(p∗) = 102.99.

As can be seen by /////////////comparing observing Table 3, the final errors between
measured and simulated mean arterial pressure, range of arterial pressure, max-
imum derivative of aortic pressure, mean venous pressure and mean ventricular
volume are small (///////////between//1//////and////13///% below 8 %). Conversely, the simulated
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Figure 9: Model simulation using the optimal parameter values of Table 3. Left:
venous (dash-dotted dark grey line), left ventricular (black line), and arterial
(dashed light grey line) pressures. Right: left ventricular volume. For each
curve except left ventricular pressure, the horizontal lines represent the reference
mean, and the vertical arrows represent the reference range. The slope of the
oblique, light grey line is the reference value for dPao/dtmax.

Table 3: Optimal and initial parameter values, along with corresponding simu-
lated outputs and their references.

Parameter (units) Initial, p0 Optimal, p∗

Elv (mmHg/ml) 1.0 1.1
Eao (mmHg/ml) 0.98 2.2
Evc (mmHg/ml) 0.034 0.023
Ri (mmHg s/ml) 0.0030 0.00010
Ro (mmHg s/ml) 0.0099 0.11
Rc (mmHg s/ml) 1.5 2.5
VS,tot (ml) 550 760
Output, y (units) Initial Optimal Reference
SV (ml) 29.50 20.18 34.83± 1.78
V̄lv (ml) 80.67 89.90 88.89± 0.98
PPvc (mmHg) 0.85 0.40 0.91± 0.23
P̄vc (mmHg) 13.75 14.25 13.23± 0.20
PPao (mmHg) 19.57 28.89 29.45± 0.35
P̄ao (mmHg) 55.76 62.45 62.71± 0.25
dPao/dtmax (mmHg/s) 256.86 169.94 169.44± 1.41
Objective, ψ (no units) 5482.7 102.99

SV and range of venous pressure are respectively 42 and 56 % off the measured
value.
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3.3 Profile likelihood functions

Figure 10 presents the profile likelihood function for each of the seven model
parameters. From this figure, the bounds of the confidence intervals on each
parameters can be obtained. More specifically, as dictated by Equation 42, the
two bounds are the parameter values for which the profile likelihood functions
cross the threshold

ψ = ψ(p∗) + ∆α = 102.99 + 14.07 = 117.06. (30)

Using this definition, ////the////////////following approximate parameter confidence intervals
can be obtained, as displayed in Table 4.

Elv ∈ [0.90, 0.99] mmHg/ml////////////////////////////////// (31)

Eao ∈ [2.2, 3.9] mmHg/ml//////////////////////////////// (32)

Evc ∈]0, 0.082] mmHg/ml/////////////////////////////// (33)

Ri ∈ [0.048, 0.074] mmHg s/ml////////////////////////////////////// (34)

Ro ∈]0, 0.034] mmHg s/ml//////////////////////////////// (35)

Rc ∈ [2.6, 4.6] mmHg s/ml//////////////////////////////// (36)

VS,tot ∈ [300,+∞[ ml//////////////////////////. (37)

The confidence intervals of the parameters Elv, Eao, Ro and Rc are bounded
//////finite. This outcome proves the practical identifiability of these parameters.

Table 4: Upper and lower bounds of the likelihood-based parameter confidence
intervals. To update

Parameter (units) Lower bound Upper bound
Elv (mmHg/ml) 1.0 1.1
Eao (mmHg/ml) 1.8 2.7
Evc (mmHg/ml) None 0.070
Ri (mmHg s/ml) None 0.054
Ro (mmHg s/ml) 0.09 0.13
Rc (mmHg s/ml) 2.0 3.1
VS,tot (ml) 310 None

The profile likelihood for the parameter Evc has a clear minimum, but flat-
tens for small values of this parameter. Consequently, no lower bound for the
confidence interval of this parameter can be found using the previously described
approach. This observation implies that the parameter Evc is practically non-
identifiable.
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Figure 10: Profile likelihood functions for each of the seven model parameters.
The star denotes the minimum value of the objective function. The horizontal
dashed line denotes the threshold for practical identifiability and the vertical
ones delimit the parameter confidence intervals. To update

The profile likelihood for the parameter Ri is always decreasing when this
parameter decreases. Here also, no lower bound for the confidence interval of
this parameter can be computed. Therefore, the parameter Ri is practically
non-identifiable. /////The///////zero///////lower///////////bounds///////given////in//////////////Equations////33//////and////35////////come
//////from/////////////////physiological///////////////constraints.

The profile likelihood for the parameter VS,tot remains stationary for high
values of this parameter. Consequently, the confidence interval of this parameter
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has no upper bound. This observation indicates the practical non-identifiability
of this parameter.

4 Discussion

4.1 Choice of the output vector

The output vector, y, that was used in this work does not depend on time. The
reason for this choice is twofold. First, the temporal evolution of all signals is
not always available in the ICU, such as for ventricular volumes. Furthermore,
even if haemodynamic monitors used in the ICU display the continuous pressure
curves, these data cannot always be exported [6]. Consequently, only beat-to-
beat indices, such as means and ranges of signals over one cardiac period, are
usually available when using such monitors.

Second, the cardiac and vascular state is not usually assessed using contin-
uous curves. Instead, clinicians use beat-to-beat indices, such as mean arte-
rial pressure, arterial pulse pressure, mean venous pressure, or SV. The out-
put vector used in this study contains seven beat-to-beat indices /////that/////can/////be
////////readily///////////derived///in//a////////////standard//////ICU//////////////////environment.//////The//////////clinical//////////////availability////of/////the
///////////////beat-to-beat//////////indices, whose clinical availability is described in this section.

///////First, SV can clinically be obtained using thermodilution or echocardiogra-
phy [10]. Pironet et al. recently proved it to be a necessary measurement for
identification of lumped-parameter CVS models [24]. This measurement thus
had to be included in the //////////available///////data output vector. The fact that the stan-
dard error, σ1, was large for this measurement can be attributed to two factors:
the low precision of the catheters to measure ventricular volume, and the strong
influence of mechanical ventilation on SV [22], as can be observed in Figure 4.

Mean left ventricular volume, V̄lv, was also included in the output vector
used in this study. Its knowledge is intuitively needed for practical identification
of left ventricular end-systolic elastance, Elv. Otherwise, there is no way of
knowing the location of the pressure-volume loop on the volume axis, which in
turn makes Elv undetermined. Consequently, V̄lv was used in this study, as it
was available from the animal experimental data.

However, V̄lv is not directly available in an ICU setting. An approximation
from available ICU data is thus necessary, and can be obtained as follows.
//////////Second, Mean left ventricular volume can be approximated as the mean of left
ventricular end-diastolic, Vlv(tED), and end-systolic, Vlv(tES), volumes:

V̄lv ≈ 0.5 Vlv(tED) + 0.5 Vlv(tES). (38)

Since SV is defined as the difference between Vlv(tED) and Vlv(tES), the previous
equation can also be written:

V̄lv ≈ Vlv(tED)− 0.5 SV. (39)

/////////Pironet////////et al.//////////showed///////that///////////LVEDV///////could////be///////////derived The remaining unknown
volume, Vlv(tED), can be obtained using echocardiography [10] or approximated
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from the measurement of global end-diastolic volume provided by cardiovascular
monitoring devices///////using////////////////////thermodilution [30].

////////Third, Systemic arterial pressure, Pao(t), can be obtained using an arterial
line. This measurement allows the computation of P̄ao, PPao, dPao/dtmax (as
explained by Equation 14), tBF , tEF , tBE , tEE , and T , which are all needed for
parameter identification. The value of dPao/dtmax was included in the output
vector because it is an index of contractility [17] and has been linked to identifi-
ability of the output valve resistance [12]. ///////////However,///in//////this////////work,////////////including//////this
////////////////measurement/////did/////not////////make/////the/////////output///////valve/////////////resistance///////////////practically///////////////identifiable.

Fourth, central venous pressure, Pvc(t), is usually provided by a central
venous line. Its mean, P̄vc, and /////////////amplitude range, PPvc, can then easily be
obtained.

Finally, practical determination of the driver function, e(t), requires simul-
taneous measurements of left and right ventricular pressures and volumes at
different afterload levels. These measurements are not generally made in a clin-
ical setting. However, the driver function has been shown to be relatively similar
for all human hearts [35]. This makes a priori generic driver functions a sensible
assumption, which suppresses the requirement for precise determination of this
function.

4.2 Practically identifiable parameters

/////The/////////length////of/////the//////////////confidence////////////intervals///of///a///////////////practically///////////////identifiable//////////////parameter
////can////be///////////divided////by/////the//////////optimal////////value///of//////this///////////////parameter.//////The/////////result///////////provides///a
/////////////////dimensionless///////////measure///of/////the/////////////sensitivity////of////the///////error///////////function////to/////this///////////////parameter.
/////////Sorting/////the///////four//////////////practically///////////////identifiable////////////////parameters///in////////order////////from//////////longest////to
//////////shortest//////////////confidence//////////interval////////gives://///Rc,///////Eao,////Ri/////and//////Elv.///////This///////////ranking////////////indicates
/////that/////the///////error///////////function///is///////more////////////sensitive///to///////////changes///in/////Elv///////than///in/////Rc.

This study showed that parameters Elv, Eao, Rc and Ro from the three-
chamber CVS model are practically identifiable. They can thus be used to
assess a patient’s cardio-vascular status.

The left ventricular end-systolic elastance, Elv, is an index of left ventricular
contractility. However, because of the model assumption that left ventricular
unstressed volume is zero, in other words, VS,lv = Vlv, this index is different
from the widely used end-systolic elastance introduced by Suga and Sagawa [38].
While the latter requires recording left ventricular pressure and volume during
changes in preload or afterload, the former can be computed from measurements
available in the ICU, which represents an important advantage.

Parameters Eao and Rc can be assimilated to the parameters of a two-
element windkessel model [42]. Such a model has been used to assess arterial
elastance and resistance for more than 100 years [42].

Finally, the parameter Ro represents the flow resistance of the output valve
of the left ventricle. Therefore, Ro can be used to assess the status of this valve,
from data available in the ICU.
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4.3 Practical non-identifiability of Ri

As shown in Figure 10, the lower the parameter Ri, the lower the value of
the error function. The main reason for this observation is ////////linked////to/////the//////fact
that simulated P̄vc is too high, compared to its reference value, as can be seen
in Table 3. ////////////////Furthermore,/////////////simulated//////P̄vc/////has///////been/////////////observed////to///////////increase///////with
////Ro. This error is linked to the fact that reference vena cava pressure is very
close to reference left ventricular pressure during diastole, as can be seen in
Figure 3. Such a situation can be physiological, as the whole right circulation
is located between the two points of measurement, inferior vena cava and left
ventricle. However, the right circulation is not included in the model, and
a vena cava pressure close to left ventricular pressure hinders cardiac filling.
Consequently, for the simulated left ventricle to fill correctly, the parameter
identification process tried to decrease Ri as much as possible.

The valve parameter Ri has previously been shown to be difficult to identify
with precision in another study performed on the same CVS model [25]. ///In
//////////another/////////model,////the/////////output///////valve//////////////parameter/////has//////been////////////observed///to///////////converge/////////slowly
/////[11],/////////which//////can//////also////be//////////////attributed////to/////the////////////practical////////////////////////non-identifiability////of//////this
//////////////parameter. In addition, a sensitivity analysis on /a////////////////six-chamber an 11-chamber
CVS model also showed the /////two/////////output input valve parameter to have a weak
influence on the model outputs [9], as was also the case in this work.

To avoid dividing by values close to zero in the simulations performed in this
work, a numerical lower bound had to be set for the parameter Ri. This bound
was chosen to be 10−4 mmHg s/ml. //////This/////was/////set////at///1///%////of/////the////////////////parameter’s
///////initial////////value,////////////resulting////in//a///////lower/////////bound///of////////////9.9 10−5/////////mmHg////////s/ml./

The practical non-identifiability of the parameter Ri does not hinder the clin-
ical use of the model. Indeed, as previously mentioned, this resistance lumps
together the whole right circulation, from the tricuspid to the mitral valves. Re-
lating changes in this parameter to actual physiological changes is thus difficult.

4.4 Practical non-identifiability of Evc and VS,tot

The fact that the profile likelihood for VS,tot (respectively Evc) remains station-
ary for high (respectively low) values of this parameter comes from a correlation
between VS,tot and Evc. This correlation was already mentioned in Section 3.1
and is presented in Figure 11. The imposed values of VS,tot are displayed hori-
zontally, and the value of Evc after solving the minimisation problem in Equa-
tion 41 is displayed vertically. The five other parameters also vary during the
minimisation process.

The reason for this correlation is that VS,tot can be increased arbitrarily if
the venous elastance is decreased accordingly so that the venous chamber stores
enough blood. This case results in the same values for the model outputs, except
the amplitude of the venous pressure curve, PPvc. For example, Figure 12 shows
seven simulations of the three-chamber CVS model using parameter values along
the flat portion of the profile likelihood for VS,tot. ////the///////////////parameters////////given////in
///////Table///5.//////The///////VS,tot///////value///in/////the/////left/////////column///is///////twice//////that///of////the///////right//////////column. The
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Figure 11: Correlation between the imposed values of VS,tot and the corre-
sponding identified values of Evc after solving the minimisation problem in
Equation 41. To update.

venous elastance //of/////the/////left//////////column//////has//////been was decreased to compensate for
the larger VS,tot, thus resulting in the same mean venous pressure P̄v. The /////two
simulations of Figure 12 are thus extremely similar, the only visible difference
being the venous volume curve and the amplitude of the venous pressure curve,
hence the lack of identifiability.

Table 5: /////////////Parameter/////////values////for/////the//////////////simulation///of/////the///////////////////three-chamber///////CVS/////////model
////////////presented///in/////////Figure/////12.

/////////////Parameter/////////(units) ///////Value///1 ///////Value//2
//T////(s) /////////1.1 / /////////1.1
////Elv////////////////(mmHg/ml)/ //////////1.4 /////////1.4
////Eao////////////////(mmHg/ml)/ //////////1.2 /////////1.2
////Evc////////////////(mmHg/ml)/ /////////0.034/ //////////0.20 /
///Ri//////////(mmHg////////s/ml)/ /////////0.05 / /////////0.05
///Ro///////////(mmHg///////s/ml)/ /////////0.04 / /////////0.04
///Rc//////////(mmHg////////s/ml)/ /////////2 / //////////2 /
//////VS,tot///////(ml)/ /////////500 / /////////250

////e(t) ///////////////////////////////////exp
[
−20

(
(t mod T )− T

2

)2]

Theoretically speaking, the information about the amplitude of the venous
pressure curve included in the error vector should allow the method to dis-
tinguish between the two cases. However, in the data used in this work and
presented in Table 2, this amplitude is very low compared to the other pressure
signals, and its measurement error is high. Consequently, inconsistencies in the
amplitude of the venous pressure influenced the error vector very little. As a
result, using such data, the parameters are practically non-identifiable. It is
expected that larger values of PPvc could solve this issue. Access to the second
differing output, VS,vc, is practically impossible, because it does not correspond
to an actual physical volume.
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Figure 12: Superimposed time courses of the model variables for several pa-
rameter values following the profile likelihood of VS,tot. The horizontal lines
represent the reference mean, and the vertical arrows represent the reference
range. The slope of the oblique line is the reference value for dPao/dtmax.

The practical non-identifiability of VS,tot could prevent the use of this pa-
rameter as an index of fluid responsiveness. Consequently, the strength of the
correlation between Evc and VS,tot should first be assessed before trying to
identify the clinically important parameter VS,tot. As previously mentioned,
this correlation is expected to be lower if the amplitude of PPvc is higher than
in the present study. If the correlation remains strong, Evc can be kept at its
initial value, but the resulting identified value of VS,tot has to be interpreted
with this assumption in mind.

//////////Finally,////the/////////several///////local//////////minima/////////////appearing////on////the/////////profile/////////////likelihood////////////functions
//of//////Evc/////and///////SBV/////are////////////probably//////also///to////be//////////////attributed///to/////the///////////////correlation.////////////Because
//of/////the///////////////correlation,/////the////////////objective/////////surface////////////probably/////was//////very/////flat///in/////the////////////direction///of
////the/////two///////////////parameters,////////which/////////caused/////the/////////////////minimisation////////////algorithm///to//////stop/////////////////prematurely.

4.5 Comment on structural identifiability

The method developed by Raue et al. and used in this work allows determi-
nation of practically non-identifiable parameters as those which have infinite
confidence intervals. Interestingly, this method may also evidence structurally
non-identifiable parameters. Structurally non-identifiable parameters are linked
by a perfect correlation so that every change in one parameter can be exactly
compensated by a change in another parameter. This situation results in a
uniformly flat profile likelihood curve [32].

As can be observed in Figure 10, none of the profile likelihood curves was
uniformly flat, implying that no structurally non-identifiable parameters have
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been detected. A previous study on the same model using an alternative analy-
sis methodology has confirmed the absence of any structurally non-identifiable
parameter from the same dataset [25]. However, the fact that no structurally
non-identifiable parameters were detected does not prove structural identifiabil-
ity of the model. Proving the structural identifiability of the model requires a
mathematical demonstration [24].

4.6 Precision of the initial values

To evaluate the quality of Equations 22 to 29 used to compute the initial pa-
rameter values, the initial total relative error between reference and identified
parameters was assessed using Table 3. Its value ranges from 5 to 2894 %///10////to
////219////%. Interestingly, the largest error was related to the non-identifiable valve
parameter, Ri. The second largest error is related to the second valve param-
eter, Ro, and amounts to 91 % ///95///%. The high degree of error of the initial
values provided by Equations 26 and 27 has previously been observed [29].

If these largest errors are not considered, the initial error on the remaining
five parameters Elv, Eao, Evc, Rc and VS,tot ranges from 5 to 55 %///10////to///66////%,
indicating good precision for Equations 22, 23, 24, 28, and 29 providing suitable
starting points.

4.7 Limitations

The results discussed in this study only apply to the CVS model presented in
Figure 1. If a different model is investigated, the analysis should be repeated.
In addition, the data used in this work comes from a single porcine experiment.
Although porcine models are considered a close match for human hemodynam-
ics, the finding of this analysis must be confirmed in a broad cohort of critically
ill human patients. In particular, Docherty et al. found differing levels of prac-
tical identifiability depending on the patient state [7]. However, to do so, the
analysis can easily be transposed to other models and data sets.

Like any other model, the minimal CVS model used in this study represents
an approximation of the reality. Such simplifications are necessary to ensure
identifiability of all the model parameters with readily available data. The
mismatch between the model and the reality has only a small effect when using
the model for monitoring cardiac and vascular state. However, predicting the
effects of treatment may potentially cause larger errors because of unmodelled
dynamics, such as reflex actions for example.

5 Conclusion

This work investigated the practical identifiability of the parameters of a three-
chamber CVS model, from clinically available data. Elastances of the heart and
aorta, as well as output //////input valve and circulatory resistance are all practically
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identifiable from the data used. These parameters are important for clinicians,
as they contain the essential information about the cardiac and circulatory state.

The resistance of the input ////////output valve was found to be practically non-
identifiable from the data used. If no supplementary data is available, this
parameter has to remain constant and left out of the parameter identification
process. A formula has previously been proposed to approximate the value of
this parameter from clinically available data [29]. If the value of this parameter
needs to be precisely known, knowing the flow through the input /////////output valve,
for instance using echocardiography, can solve the problem.

The total stressed blood volume parameter, VS,tot, and the vena cava elas-
tance, Evc, were also found to be practically non-identifiable from the data
used. This situation is due to a correlation between VS,tot and Evc. This cor-
relation is stronger if the range of vena cava pressure is small, which was the
case in this work. To identify the clinically important parameter VS,tot with
the three-chamber model, investigators should first assess the importance of the
aforementioned correlation.
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A Practical identifiability analysis

The practical identifiability analysis performed in this work was based on the
methodology introduced by Raue et al. [32]. The necessary details are recalled
in the following sections.

A.1 Profile likelihood

The first step of the practical identifiability analysis following the method of
Raue et al. is the computation of the profile likelihood function, ψPL, for each
parameter pi. To compute this function, one first solves the standard parameter
identification problem:

p∗ = arg min
p
ψ(p). (40)

That is, one needs to find the parameter vector p∗ that minimises the error
function, ψ, of Equation 16.

Then, knowing the vector p∗, the n profile likelihood functions can be cal-
culated for each of the n model parameters, pi, as [32]

ψPL(pi) = min
pj

ψ(p), with j ∈ {1, ..., n}\{i} (41)

where pi is a priori fixed at a value different, but close, to its optimal value p∗i .
For example, 1.1p∗i .
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The optimisation is therefore performed on the remaining n− 1 parameters.
The procedure is then repeated for another different value of pi, such as 1.2p∗i ,
as much as necessary to create a function of pi. The resulting profile likelihood
function helps to detect if the ψ surface is sufficiently steep across all directions
to allow practical identifiability.

Matlab was used to carry out the parameter identification procedures. It was
run on a standard laptop computer. Parameter identification was performed
using the nonlinear simplex method of Nelder and Mead [19], starting from the
previously derived initial parameter values.

A.2 Likelihood-based confidence intervals

A confidence interval for a parameter at a level of confidence 1 − α is a set
that contains the true value of the parameter with a probability greater than
1 − α [18, 32]. Raue et al. present two approaches for computing confidence
intervals: asymptotic and likelihood-based [32]. These authors recommend the
use of likelihood-based confidence intervals when the amount of experimental
data is low.

The likelihood-based 1 − α confidence interval of the parameter pi is the
interval [32]:

{pi | ψPL(pi)− ψ(p∗) < ∆α} (42)

where ∆α is a threshold depending on the desired confidence level α. In other
words, the confidence interval on pi is the set of pi values for which the pro-
file likelihood is lower than the optimum value of the error function, plus a
given threshold. /////The/////////////////////likelihood-based////////1− α//////////////confidence//////////interval///of///a//////////////parameter
//pi////////////contains/////the///////true////////value///of//////the//////////////parameter///////with//a///////////////probability//////////greater////////than
///////1− α//////[18].

The threshold ∆α can be determined using the fact that ψPL(pi) − ψ(p∗)
follows a χ2 distribution [15]. Consequently, to determine if ψPL(pi) is signifi-
cantly different from ψ(p∗) at a level of confidence α, ∆α must be taken as the
100(1 − α)th percentile of the χ2 distribution. Pointwise confidence intervals
can be determined by using a χ2 distribution with 1 degree of freedom. Simul-
taneous confidence intervals can be determined by using a χ2 distribution with
n /7 degrees of freedom [32], where n//7 is the number of parameters //in/////the/////////model
//in//////this///////////analysis.

In the present problem, n = 7 and α is chosen to be 5 %. Consequently,
for pointwise confidence intervals, ∆α is equal to the 95th percentile of the χ2

distribution with 1 degree of freedom, or 3.84 [18]. For simultaneous confidence
intervals, ∆α is the 95th percentile of the χ2 distribution with 7 degrees of
freedom, or 14.07. For increased robustness, and to account for potential un-
derestimation of the measurement errors, simultaneous confidence intervals are
used in this work.
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A.3 Detection of identifiability from the profile likelihood

Using the previously described approach, three situations can be detected:
structurally non-identifiable parameters, practically non-identifiable parameters
and practically identifiable parameters [32]. First, if the profile likelihood of a
parameter is uniformly flat, this parameter can be stated as structurally non-
identifiable. Indeed, an uniformly flat profile likelihood for one parameter means
that, whatever the value of the parameter, an optimal error value, ψ(p∗), can
be retrieved by varying the other parameters. There consequently exists a func-
tional relation between some of the parameters [32], causing their structural
non-identifiability.

The profile likelihood of a structurally identifiable parameter pi is not flat
and has a clear minimum at p∗i . For a parameter to be practically identifi-
able, its profile likelihood function must be steep enough, so that it crosses
the ∆α threshold for values of the parameter higher and lower than is optimal
value. According to Equation 42, this situation results in a finite confidence
interval for the parameter. If the profile likelihood function of a parameter is
not steep enough to cross the ∆α threshold for values of the parameter higher
and lower than its optimal value, this parameter can be said to be practically
non-identifiable. Consequently, a structurally non-identifiable parameter is also
practically non-identifiable.

B Derivation of the initial parameter values

B.1 Input valve resistance, Ri

The combination of Equations 5 and 7 during filling (Qo = 0) gives:

V̇S,lv(t) =
Pvc(t)− Plv(t)

Ri
. (43)

Integrating this equation from beginning (tBF ) to end (tEF ) of filling gives:

VS,lv(tEF )− VS,lv(tBF ) =

∫ tEF

tBF
(Pvc(t)− Plv(t)) dt

Ri
. (44)

Since VS,lv(tEF ) is the maximum of VS,lv during a cardiac cycle, and VS,lv(tBF ),
its minimum, the left-hand side of the previous equation equals SV. Therefore,
one obtains Equation 27. This equation can be graphically interpreted by stating
that the area between venous and cardiac pressures during filling is equal to the
product of SV and Ri.

B.2 Output valve resistance, Ro

The combination of Equations 6 and 7 during ejection, when Qi = 0, reads:

V̇S,lv(t) = −Plv(t)− Pao(t)
Ro

. (45)
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Integrating this equation during ejection, from tBE to tEE , gives:

VS,lv(tEE)− VS,lv(tBE) = −
∫ tEE

tBE
(Plv(t)− Pao(t)) dt

Ro
. (46)

Because VS,lv(tBE) is the maximum value of VS,lv and VS,lv(tEE), its minimum,
the left-hand side is equal to −SV. Rearranging terms yields Equation 26.
The graphical interpretation of Equation 26 implies that the area between left
ventricular and aortic pressures during ejection is equal to SV times Ro.

B.3 Circulatory resistance, Rc

The circulatory resistance can be exactly obtained using Equation 4, integrated
over one cardiac cycle:

Rc =

∫ T
0

(Pao(t)− Pvc(t)) dt∫ T
0
Qvc(t) dt

=
P̄ao − P̄vc∫ T
0
Qvc(t) dt

T, (47)

where P̄ao and P̄vc are mean aortic and vena cava pressures. The integral of the
circulatory flow is equal to the blood volume going through the output valve
during ejection. In turn, this volume is equal to the change of cardiac volume
during ejection, SV. Therefore, Equation 22 is obtained.

B.4 Left ventricular end-systolic elastance, Elv

Equation 3 can be written as:

Plv(t)

VS,lv(t)
= Elv e(t). (48)

Taking the maximum of this equation over one cardiac cycle gives:

max
T

Plv(t)

VS,lv(t)
= max

T
(Elv e(t)) = Elv max

T
e(t) = Elv. (49)

Equations 24 and 25 are obtained assuming that that left ventricular un-
stressed volume is zero, meaning that VS,lv = Vlv. This approximation is jus-
tified in this work, because Elv need not be precisely estimated. Indeed, in
the data used in this work, preload and afterload do not vary. Consequently,
the points of end-systole do not move, and the exact slope of the end-systolic
pressure-volume relationship is not important.

B.5 Aortic elastance, Eao

During diastole, volume change in the aorta is described by the combination of
Equations 4 and 8:

V̇S,ao(t) =
Pao(t)− Pvc(t)

Rc
. (50)
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If Pvc is neglected with respect to Pao and Equation 1 is used, one gets:

V̇S,ao(t) ≈
Eao VS,ao(t)

Rc
. (51)

Solving this ordinary differential equation for VS,ao(t) yields:

VS,ao(t) ≈ exp

(
−Eao (t− tEE)

Rc

)
VS,ao(tEE), (52)

where tEE denotes the end of ejection. Multiplying both sides of Equation 52
by Eao yields Equation 23.

B.6 Vena cava elastance, Evc

Equation 9 during systole, when Qi = 0, reads:

V̇S,vc(t) = Qc(t). (53)

Circulatory flow is assumed to be constant and equal to its mean value, thus:

V̇S,vc(t) ≈
SV

T
. (54)

Integrating this equation from beginning, tBS to end, tES , of systole gives:

VS,vc(tES)− VS,vc(tBS) ≈ SV

T
(tES − tBS). (55)

Multiplying both sides by Evc and using Equation 2 gives:

Pvc(tES)− Pvc(tBS) ≈ Evc
SV

T
(tES − tBS). (56)

Finally, assuming Pvc(tES)−Pvc(tBS) ≈ PPvc and tES−tBS = T/2, one obtains
Equation 28.

B.7 Total stressed volume, VS,tot

Equation 12 is averaged on one cardiac cycle, giving:

V̄S,lv + V̄S,ao + V̄S,vc = VS,tot. (57)

Then, Equations 1 and 2 can also be averaged, yielding Equation 29.
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